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Abstract: Requirement of coins in day to day transaction at places like bus station, railwaystation, 
mall and park is the main motive of designing  an  efficient  and  simple  machine  which  will  
fulfill  need of  coins  for  transactions  so  that  people  will  not face problem of coins. This  
project  will provide  coins for note, for  this  purpose  we have developed  mechanical coin  
dispensing  model  which  takes the note inside  and  checks  whether  note is fake or real, if note is 
real,camera takes picture of it. After that it will find out its denomination using image processing   
technique and  then according to the value  equivalent  number of coins are dispensed. In this way 
we are trying to design an efficient machine which will be having low production cost as compared 
to other existing machines. In this project we have developed a MATLAB algorithm for image 
binarization to detect the value of note. And we have implemented a fake note detection unit using 
UV LED and photodiode. 
 
Index Terms—Fake Note Detection, coin dispensing model, Image binarization. 
I.Introduction 
 
The aim of   this  project  is  to   provide 
coins equivalent to note.   The   circuit  
uses microcontroller  with   mechanical  
structure which have motors to  perform 
requestedtasks. Herethe  machineaccepts 
note and checks whether a note is fake or  
real. If a note is real, camera takes picture  
of note and with help of computer having  
MATLAB program checks which note it 
Is (Rs 10 or Rs 20).  Once  the  note  is  
recognized coins will be dispended by  
coin dispensing unit.  
II.Fake note detection unit 
 
The speciality of Indian currency note is that 
it absorbs the UV light and a fake note reflects  
the UV light. Fake note detection unit consist  
of UV LED, photodiode, amplifier and   
comparator.The UV LED source transmits the 
UV rays, if the note is real it will absorb some 
amount of UV rays and if the note is fake then 
the all rays will be reflected back towards the 
photodiode. This output of the UV  Photodiode 
is given to amplifier. Thisoutput is amplified 
and then given to comparator. Threshold 
voltage is applied to comparator.According 
to threshold voltage output of the comparator 
isthen given to the microcontroller for further 
processing. 
 
 
III.Methodology 
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In any currency recognition system the main 
steps are: 
 • Image Acquisition- 
Image acquisition is the creation of digital 
images, typically from a physical scene. The 
imagehere isthat of a currency note and is 
generally acquired by using digital camera. 
The image is then stored for further processing. 
 
• Edge Detection-  
 
It is a fundamental tool in image processing, 
particularly in the area  of   feature Detection  
and extraction, which aims at identifying  
points in  Digital image at which the image 
brightness  changes sharply. Here, the aim of  
edge detection is  basically to localize 
thecurrency note that is the region of interest. 
 
• Image Segmentation- 
 
This method sub divides the image  into its 
constituent regions or objects.  Segmentation 
algorithm.for monochrome  images generally 
are based on two properties 
a) Discontinuity 
b) Similarity 
 
•Feature Extraction- 
 
It is a challenging work in digital  image 
processing. In any currency recognition 
system, feature extraction is oneof the most 
challenging tasks. Here, the aim is to analyze 
and identify the unique and distinguishing 
features of each denomination under various 
challenging conditions such as old notes, worn 
out notes, also under different illumination 
andbackground. 
 
 
IV. How the project works – 
 
First and important task in this project is 
determination of fake note,if note is fake  
then it simply given out and if note is real  
then output is given to microcontroller to  
send message to PC to take picture of note 
using camera. 
The picture is processed in MATLAB using  
Image processing technique . 
Then according to MATLAB coding output  
is generated and sent over serial port to 
microcontroller. Controller waits for choice  
of coin entered by user.then controller checks 
coin counter which indicates coinsufficiency.  
Then motor rorate as per choice entered, note 
is taken inside the machine and coins are 
dispended as per requirement. 
 
V. FLOW  CHART 
 
Figure below shows the flowchart of system. 
Initially the note is placed in note placing unit. 
Then it is checked whether it is real or fake, if 
it is fake it will given out and if it is real then 
message is send to PC for further processing. 
Then in MATLAB the denomination of the 
note is found. This data is send serially to the 
microcontroller and accordingly, the motor 
will rotate and the coins are dispended by coin 
dispensing unit  
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VI. APPLICATIONS: 
 
1.Railway Stations Where people need change  
for the tickets. 
2.Bus stations 
 
3.Mall’s and Parks 
4.To make call from the coin box 
 
 
VII. CONCLUSION: 
 
We are going to develop an interactive  
system that generates currency recognition 
system using localization  And colour 
recognitionwith the help of MATLAB. The 
proposed system will be useful in day to day 
life of every common man where people have 
to suffer for change at many public places.As 
mentioned in the applications this project  
is an real time application for allreal time 
places.In the future this system can also be 
applied in the buses itself.This will be a  
relief for the conductors and passengers. 
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